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Abstract. Two new designs of high impedance surface
(HIS) structure are presented, namely zigzag and slotted
rectangular with I-shaped slot Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC). The zigzag AMC is designed based on the
straight dipole AMC. The zigzag AMC is introduced to
minimize the AMC size and to be suitable for UHF RFID
applications. On the other hand, the slotted rectangular
with I-shaped slot AMC is designed to operate at 0.92 GHz
and 2.45 GHz. The slot is loaded in the main patch of the
AMC to create the other resonant frequency. By using this
technique the resonant frequency can be lowered, and
hence reduce the size of the AMC. Both structures are
designed using the same dielectric substrate that is Taconic TLC-32. The properties of the AMC are investigated
such as the reflection phase, reflection magnitude and
surface impedance. The designed AMCs then are used as
a back plane for the printed multi-band dipole antenna. By
introducing the AMC as a ground plane (GP) for the
printed dipole antenna, the gain of the dipole antenna is
increased.
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1. Introduction
The radiation characteristics and input impedance of
the dipole antenna will be distorted when the antenna is
placed on a metal object [1-3]. This is because, the electromagnetic wave is reflected almost entirely by the metallic surface and a 180 phase shift is occurred. By nature,
the conventional ground planes exhibit the property of
phase reversal of the incident currents resulting destructive
interference of both dipole antenna and image currents.
The same scenario happens when the dipole tag antenna is
attached to a metallic object, the tag cannot be powered up
by the field strength emitted by the Radio Frequency Iden

tification (RFID) reader since the metallic object reflects
Radio Frequency (RF) wave. The impedance of the tag
antenna, resonant frequency of the antenna and radiation
efficiency will be changed due to the parasitic capacitance
between the tag antenna and the metallic object. To overcome this problem, the antenna is placed at a quarterwavelength above the metallic ground plane, making the
antenna bulky at low frequencies [4]. Another way to
minimize the effects of the parasitic capacitor between the
dipole antenna and metallic object and the effect of the
reflection of the RF wave by metallic object, a gap between
tag antenna and the metallic object is placed and dielectric
material between them is added [5].
Thus one way to reduce the size of the antenna, the
high impedance surface structure is introduced to act as
Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC) which does not exist in
nature [6 - 12]. Its structure can be realized by artificially
engineered, thus it is called as Artificially Magnetic Conductor. The AMC or PMC condition is characterized by the
frequency or frequencies where the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is +1 and its phase is 0. It has high
surface impedance (Zs) and it reflects the external electromagnetic waves without the phase reversal. In contrast, the
Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) has a reflectivity of -1
and has electromagnetic waves out of phase with the incident waves. As the metallic plate, the AMC also can be
used as a ground plane to redirect the back radiation and
provide shielding to the antennas.
Hence, this paper involves the design and development of a multi-band dipole antenna employing HIS structure in order to increase the gain of the antenna. The approach of designing multi-band antenna and AMC is considered in order to get a versatile antenna and AMC that
can operate at multiple frequency bands which have attracted much attention today. All the design simulations are
done using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Studio software. Based on the optimum simulation results, the designed antenna and AMC are fabricated.
The reading distance of the tag antenna with and without
the AMC GP then has been carried out to verify their
performance in RFID system at 920 MHz and 2.45 GHz.
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2. Artificial Magnetic Conductor
Design

200

Two different types of single-band 0.92 GHz AMC
have been proposed in this work which is square patch and
zigzag types of AMC. This paper also presents dual-band
AMC called slotted rectangular with I-shaped slot AMC.
The performance of the AMC with the dipole antenna has
been investigated and analyzed at 920 MHz and 2.45 GHz
RFID systems.
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2.1 Single-band AMC Design

Reflection magnitude

This section describes the design of 0.92 GHz squarepatch AMC-HIS that is capacitive square-patch frequency
selective surface (FSS) backed by a ground plane with
0.035 mm thickness. This AMC is designed using the substrate parameters; permittivity r = 3.2, thickness h =
6.35 mm and tangent loss  = 0.003. The characteristics of
the AMC such as the reflection phase, reflection magnitude
and surface impedance of the AMC are simulated using the
transient solver in CST Microwave Studio.
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At resonance the surface impedance Zs is determined
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where η0, ε0, 0 are the impedance, permittivity and permeability of free space, p is the patch width and g is the gap
between adjacent patches.
by:
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The inductance (L), capacitance (C), resonant frequency (fr) and bandwidth (BW) are given by [7], [13]:
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2.1.1 Square Patch AMC - HIS Design at 0.92 GHz
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This section describes the designs of single-band
AMC that are to be incorporated with the printed dipole
antenna. As initial design, the properties of the squarepatch AMC are investigated followed by the straight dipole
AMC operating at 920 MHz.
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The unit cell and the reflection phase of 0.92 GHz
square-patch AMC are shown in Fig. 1(a). The designed
AMC has a patch width of 67.5 mm and the gap between
the elements is 2.5 mm. Based on the equations (1) to (3),
the calculated AMC resonant frequency is 918.83 MHz
where C is 3.76 pF and L is 7.98 nH.

(c)
Fig. 1. Square-patch AMC-HIS design at 0.92 GHz: (a) a unit
cell and reflection phase, (b) reflection magnitude, and
(c) surface impedance.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the reflection phase varies
from 180 to -180. At 0.92 GHz, the reflection phase is 0
and at 90 reflection phase, the frequency is laid between
0.88 GHz to 0.98 GHz. Fig. 1(b) and (c) show that the
capacitive FSS backed by a ground plane has a reflection
magnitude of 0.96 corresponding to –0.35 dB and has
a very high impedance at the resonant frequency.
2.1.2 Zigzag Patch AMC - HIS Design at 0.92 GHz
To obtain a zigzag dipole AMC, a straight dipole
AMC is first carried out where the length l of the conductor
on top of the substrate is given approximately as:
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where 0 and g is the free-space and guided wavelength at
0.92 GHz. Fig. 2 shows the straight dipole AMC at
920 MHz.

Fig. 4 shows the reflection phase diagram of the zigzag dipole and square-patch 0.92 GHz AMC-HIS. From
the plotted diagram, the computed AMC bandwidth of the
zigzag dipole is 6.94% while the AMC bandwidth of the
square-patch AMC is almost double. However, the zigzag
dipole configuration produces an AMC size reduction four
times smaller than the square-patch AMC.
200

Fig. 2. A straight dipole AMC-HIS design at 0.92 GHz.

A unit cell size reduction of the straight dipole AMC
is then realized by the configuration proposed in Fig. 3(a)
namely the zigzag dipole AMC (74.5 mm x 16 mm). When
the straight dipole is compared to the zigzag dipole AMC,
there is an 18% size reduction of the unit cell with the
zigzag dipole configuration. The simulated reflection magnitude and surface impedance of the zigzag dipole AMC
are plotted in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. The AMC
structure has a reflection coefficient of 0.93 or -0.61 dB
with very high impedance around the operating frequency.
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Fig. 4. The reflection phase of the zigzag dipole and squarepatch AMC-HIS design at 0.92 GHz.

2.2 Dual-band AMC Design - Slotted Rectangular with I shape Slot AMC - HIS
A new structure of the dual-band AMC is designed
using rectangular patch with the slotted rectangular and Ishaped slot as shown in Fig. 5(a). The slot is loaded in the
rectangular patch to achieve multi-band AMC as in [14].
This textured structure is printed on TLC-32 substrate too
to resonate at 0.92 GHz and 2.45 GHz. To achieve the
desired operating frequencies, this structure is designed
with a rectangular slot width (ws) of 1 mm at the centre of
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Fig. 3. Zigzag dipole AMC-HIS design at 0.92 GHz: (a) a unit
cell, (b) reflection magnitude, and (c) surface
impedance.
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is designed based on monopole antenna proposed in [15],
then is modified to become a straight dipole antenna presented in [16]. In order to reduce the size of the straight
dipole antenna, the main and second resonator dipole element is meandered as shown in Fig. 6(a). This multi-band
meandered dipole antenna is printed on one side of the
Taconic RF-35 substrate (permittivity = 3.54, thickness =
0.508 mm and tangent loss = 0.0019) with a substrate size
of 145 mm x 20 mm. To become a UHF or MWF tag, the
microchip operating at UHF or MWF frequency then is
placed at the centre of the printed dipole antenna with
an input impedance of 50 .

(c)
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Fig. 6. Multi-band meandered dipole antenna: (a) The fabricated dipole antenna, (b) the simulated and measured
return loss of the dipole antenna.
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Fig. 5. Slotted rectangular with I-shaped slot AMC-HIS design at 0.92 GHz and 2.45 GHz: (a) a unit cell, (b) reflection phase, (c) reflection magnitude, and (d) surface impedance.

the rectangular patch, Ix of 7 mm and Iy of 4.5 mm. The
simulated reflection phase and the reflection magnitude of
the rectangular patch with slotted rectangular and I-shaped
slot are plotted in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively. The reflection magnitude of 0.95 and 0.90 is obtained at low and
upper frequency. As can be seen in Fig. 5(d), high surface
impedance is plotted at the resonant frequencies.

3. Multiband Printed Dipole Antenna
Design
To cover three RFID frequencies, the dipole antenna
is designed at three different frequencies, with centre frequency of 0.92 GHz, 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz. The antenna

4. Multiband Dipole Antenna with
AMC - HIS
4.1 Multiband Dipole Antenna Attach with
0.92 GHz Zigzag Patch AMC-HIS Ground
Plane
The performances of the meandered dipole antenna
with the zigzag dipole AMC-HIS GP are investigated in
this section. The configurations of the multi-band meandered dipole antenna with the AMC structures are given in
Fig. 7.
From the simulation results, there is only a slight increase in directivity when the unit cell of the zigzag dipole
is increased from two to four unit cells. Thus this corresponding value only gives the calculated reading distance
difference of 0.18 m. Equation (7) is a formula to calculate
the reading distance for a radio power link [17]:
R


4

Preader txGreader  ant Gtag  ant 
Ptag threshold

(7)
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where Preader-tx is the output power of the reader, Greader-ant
is the gain of the reader antenna, R is the distance between
the reader antenna and the tag, Gtag-ant is the gain of the tag
antenna, λ is the wavelength in free space at the operating
frequency, Ptag-threshold is the minimum threshold power to
power up the microchip and χ is the polarization matching
coefficient between the reader antenna and tag antenna. If
the two antennas are perfectly matched in polarization, χ
will be 1. For most far-filed RFID system, the reader antenna is circularly polarized while the tag antenna is linearly polarized, thus χ will be 0.5 and τ is the power transmission coefficient determined by the impedance matching
between the tag antenna and the microchip. The relation
between the power transmission coefficient and reflection
coefficient Γ is given in equation (9).
2
  1  ,

(8)

RL  20 log10  .

(9)

slightly higher than the received power of dipole antenna
with 2 unit cells of zigzag dipole AMC.
The measurement of the reading distance of the tag
with and without AMC GP is performed in free space using UHF Gen 2 Reader Module and 2.45 GHz RFID reader
with reader antenna gain of 9 dBi and 7.5 dBi respectively.
The layout of the RFID tag range measurement is illustrated in Fig. 8. Tab. 2 shows the return loss simulated and
measured result of multi-band dipole antenna attached with
2x 2 and 4 x 2 zigzag dipole AMC-GP. Tab. 3 shows the
measured reading distance of the triple band dipole antenna
attach with AMC GP.
Tag
UHF/Micro
wave RFID
Reader

Reader
Antenna

Coaxial
cable

R

Fig. 8. The layout of the RFID tag range measurement in free
space.
Return Loss (dB)
Simulated
Measured
(a)

Dipole antenna with
2x2 0.92 GHz zigzag
dipole AMC GP
Dipole antenna with
4x2 0.92 GHz zigzag
dipole AMC GP

Fig. 7. The multi-band meandered dipole antenna incorporated with: (a) 2x2 and (b) 4x2 0.92 GHz zigzag dipole
AMC.

Dipole antenna
Dipole antenna with
2x2 0.92 GHz
zigzag dipole AMC
GP
Dipole antenna with
4x2 0.92 GHz
zigzag dipole AMC
GP

Return loss
(dB)

Realized
gain (dB)

-11.15

1.49

Calculated
reading distance
(m)
5.90

-12.46

3.27

7.32

-13.14

3.44

7.50

Tab. 1. The performance of the multi-band meandered dipole
antenna with and without the zigzag dipole AMC
structures.

In the experimental work, the measured return loss of
the dipole antenna with zigzag dipole AMC GPs generally
degrades due to the fabrication and measurement error. For
instance, the dipole antenna with the 4 x 2 0.92 GHz zigzag
dipole AMC only works at 75% transmission power compared to the 95% transmission power in simulation. Besides that, the difference between the measured and calculated reading distance of 0.5 m in free space is recorded for
the dipole antenna with the bigger zigzag dipole AMC GP.
As expected, the measured received power of the dipole
antenna backed by 4 unit cells of the zigzag dipole AMC is

-7.56

-13.14

-6.15

Tab. 2. The simulated and measured results of the multi-band
meandered dipole antenna with the 2x2 and 4x2
0.92 GHz zigzag dipole AMC-HIS GP.
Measured reading
distance (m)
4.00

Dipole antenna
Dipole antenna with 2x2 0.92 GHz
zigzag dipole AMC GP
Dipole antenna with 4x2 0.92 GHz
zigzag dipole AMC GP

6.50
7.00

Tab. 3. The measured reading distance of the multi-band
meandered dipole tag antenna with and without the
2x2 and 4x2 0.92 GHz zigzag dipole AMC-HIS GP.
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Fig. 9. The measured power received by the triple-band meandered dipole antenna with and without the 0.92GHz
AMC ground planes.
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Fig. 9 shows the power received for the dipole antenna attach with zigzag dipole AMC-GP. The measurement is performed in anechoic chamber with transmitted
power of 30 dBm. The measured reading distance had been
increased from 4 m to 7 m using 4x2 zigzag dipole AMCGP. It shows that increasing the number of unit cell of the
AMC will increase the reading distance for the RFID system.

tivity. The back radiation of the antenna is redirected because the AMC acts as a reflector like the PEC or metallic
plate. Unlike the PEC, the dipole antenna can be mounted
directly onto the metallic plate by introducing the high
impedance surface in between them without performance
degradation.
10
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2x1 dual-band AMC
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Tab. 4. The performance of the multi-band meandered dipole
antenna with and without the rectangular-patch with
slotted rectangular and I-shaped slot AMC structures at
0.92 GHz.

Dipole antenna

-10

-30

Directivity

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the simulated data obtained
for the triple-band meandered dipole antenna with and
without the slotted rectangular with I-shaped slot AMC
structures at 0.92 GHz and 2.45 GHz. At 0.92 GHz, the
dipole antenna with the 2 x 2 slotted rectangular with Ishaped slot AMC-HIS GP has a better input match and
higher gain compared to the dipole antenna with the 2 x 1
slotted rectangular with I-shaped slot AMC-HIS GP. But at
2.45 GHz, its return loss declines slightly to 8.56 dB, producing a decrease in total efficiency as well. By comparing
the dipole antenna with the designed dual-band rectangular-patch with rectangular slot AMC, a higher realized gain
of the dipole antenna with this new design AMC GP is
obtained.

Directivity (dBi)

4.2 Multi-Band Dipole Antenna and Slotted
Rectangular with I-Shaped Slot AMC-HIS
GP

Return
loss
(dB)
-12.44

Realized
gain (dB)
1.44

Calculated
reading
distance (m)
1.32

-13.42

4.43

1.88

-8.56

6.43

2.25

Tab. 5. The performance of the multi-band meandered dipole
antenna with and without the slotted rectangular with
I-shaped slot AMC structures at 2.45 GHz.

The Cartesian plot of the meandered dipole antenna at
0.92 GHz and 2.45 GHz is plotted in Fig. 10. What is interesting in this finding is the significant increase of direc-
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(b)
Fig. 10. The Cartesian plot of the meandered dipole antenna at:
(a) 0.92 GHz, (b) 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 11(a) shows the fabricated triple-band antenna
attach on the 2 x 2 slotted rectangular with I shape slot
AMC-GP. In this experimental work, the triple-band meandered dipole antenna with 2 x 1 and 2 x 2 slotted rectangular with I-shaped slot AMC ground planes is measured
using the vector network analyzer (VNA) in free space. As
can be seen in Fig. 11(b), the meandered dipole backed by
the 2 x 2 slotted rectangular with I-shaped slot AMC GP
has more ripples in the return loss graph due to the increased slots and size in the AMC design.
Next, the comparison of measured received power of
the multi-band meandered dipole antenna with and without
the dual-band AMC GPs is measured and presented in
Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a) shows the power received with and
without AMC-GP at frequency range between 914 MHz
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-36
-38
Power received (dBm)

and 926 MHz and Fig. 12(b) shows the power received
with and without AMC-GP at frequency range between
2.38 and 2.58 GHz. The finding suggests that the dipole
antenna with AMC GP produces a higher received power
than the dipole antenna with the absence of AMC GP.
Moreover, the dipole antenna with more unit cells received
more power than the dipole antenna with fewer cells.
Longer measured reading distance of UHF and MWF
meandered dipole tag is obtained too with more unit cells.
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dipole w rec-patch w 2x2 slotted rec &
I-shape slot AMC GP
dipole w 2x1 rec-patch w slotted rec &
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(b)
Fig. 12. The measured power received by the multi-band meandered dipole antenna with and without AMC GPs at
the: (a) first band and (b) second band of the dipole
antenna.

(a)
5

Table 6 summarizes the reading distance of the dipole
tag antenna with 2 x 1 and 2 x2 slotted rectangular with Ishaped slot AMC-GP using two different RFID systems
which operate at 920 MHz and 2.45 GHz.
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Fig. 11. (a) The fabricated multi-band dipole antenna with 2x2
rectangular-patch with slotted rectangular and I-shaped
slot AMC GP and (b) the measured return loss of the
multi-band meandered dipole antenna with dual-band
AMC-HIS GPs.
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rectangular and shaped slot AMC

6.00 m

8.00 m
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1.25 m

Tab. 6. The measured reading distance of UHF and MWF
meandered dipole tag antenna with dual-band AMC
GPs.

(b)

-31

Measured reading
distance of UHF dipole
tag antenna
Measured reading
distance of MWF
dipole tag antenna

2x1 rectangularpatch with slotted
rectangular and shaped slot AMC

926

5. Conclusion
The zigzag dipole AMC is introduced to minimize the
AMC size and to be suitable for UHF RFID applications.
On the other hand, the rectangular patch with slotted rectangular and I-shaped slot AMC is designed to operate at
920 MHz and 2.45 GHz. The slot is loaded in the rectangular patch to achieve multi-band AMC. The designed
AMCs are then used as a back plane for the printed dipole
antenna. By introducing the AMC as a ground plane to the
printed dipole antenna, the gain of the dipole antenna can
be increased due to the interesting feature of the AMC that
has an in-phase reflection with the antenna current. From
the results gained, it can be concluded that, the dipole antenna with AMC GP produces a higher received power
than the dipole antenna with absence of AMC GP. More
than that, the dipole antenna with more unit cells achieves
higher reading distance than the dipole antenna with fewer
cells.
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